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Thank you for using Genie Cloud! Our how to manual provides easy, demonstrable

steps which will allow you to confidently process your reports with Genie Cloud. We are
currently compatible with TOTAL a la mode software. You will need to have page one,
the subject column of page two, and a sketch completed before you can use Genie
Cloud. **Note: Before you can use the Genie, you will need to send your MLS
information. Please send this info to mls@appraisergenie.com to have a custom export
template created. You have the option of doing this on your own if you choose but we
do not recommend this as this can be a tedious process. You will then launch the Genie
from dashboard in TOTAL, which will navigate you to the Genie registration page. You’ll
need to create a username and password before you can use the Genie. You will
routinely log in each time. Once you log in, you’ll see the below information.

You must fill out the subject information before
clicking Ne t at the bottom. Please verif , if there
is imported information, that it is correct.

*Note: Appraiser Genie imports data from multiple data
sources, which are considered to be reliable public
sources. The Appraiser Genie cannot verify or confirm
information from these sources. User must verify all data
e tered i to users’ report. Ge ie assu es o liability for
the validity of imported data.*
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Once you click “Next”, you will now see the Input page tab highlighted blue in the
header above. This indicates the page you’re currently on. You should see your subject
address listed in the boxes below:

Below the Subject Address, you need to choose from calendar or type your effective
date of the report and the form you are using. Also, you need to choose the MLS
Acronym for your MLS site. You have the option to include cost approach in your report
as well. There are additional options for the REO addendum, quantitative REO
addendum, and add listings to listing addendum. Please select via check box the
options you wish to include. *Note: The REO quantitative is an extensive version of the
REO addendum and both cannot be chosen.*

The comp search narrow parameter options below allow you to narrow down your
neighborhood search that will be imported into the Genie. This allows you to conduct a
wide neighborhood search via your MLS site and utilize the Genie for narrowing. This
provides you with a true comp search. Please also read the yellow box to the right
before choosing your parameters. You do not have to use all options listed. Customize
according to your liking.
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Reconciliation weighting provides options for weighting the approach. We default the full
weighting for Sales Comparison which is indicated by the default of 10. You can score
to your liking but the total of the values must add up to 10.

The highest and best use section allows you to choose up to 6 possible uses for the site
of the subject as indicated. If residential only, you can choose to leave the remaining
boxes blank by selecting the arrows and choosing the blank space. The boxes default
blank except the Multi-Family option, which you can remove.

The land value is calculated for you if you use the extraction or allocation method. You
do not have to fill out the section below but if you need to manually enter land sales,
utilize this area.
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The square foot method is automatically completed using building-cost.net. If you are a
Marshall & Swift user, you can enter data into the cells below if you choose. If not, this
area is completed for you.

Once completed, you’ll navigate back to the top of the Input page and select Start New
Report.
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Once you select Start New Report, file explorer will open and then you will need to
navigate to your saved neighborhood search export that you exported from your MLS
site. We created a custom template for you (or you set one up yourself) on your site and
this is what you need to export your search to which is then imported into the Genie.

As the MLS export is imported, the Genie is scrubbing the MLS data to make it UAD
compliant and formatted to work with the Genie. The scrubbing process bar will display
as below.
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Once the scrubbing process is completed, you will then be navigated to the Comp
Search tab as indicated by the blue header. The comps listed reflect your narrowed
comp search. If you did NOT choose any narrowing parameters on the Input page, all
of your imported comps from your MLS export will be show here. If you narrow the
comps, the true comp search will show based on your narrow comp search parameters
you defined. The comps listed are in order from top to bottom starting with closest
proximity to the subject, most recent sold, least adjustments, sold, active, and pending.

You have the option of selecting any outliers (i.e. a million dollar home in a
neighborhood range of $500,000 for sold prices) by selecting the comps via the
checkboxes and selecting the Narrow comp search button. This will remove these
comps from the list and allow you to then select the comps you want for your report.
You then confirm the removal by selecting yes or no.
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You MUST select at least 3 sold comps and no more than 15 in total. You are able to
change the header organization as well in Genie Cloud by dragging the column name
to the left or right, in whichever order you like. You can click the column names to sort
the comps by the data in the columns.

Once you select the comps you want, you select the Next button.
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After selecting next, the public record verification dialog box will populate. This allows
you to choose which values you would prefer to use such as MLS, public records, or
peer values. *Peer values are comps that were previously ran in the Genie by other
appraisers. We provide this information to users only. - This is internal Genie usage only
and not sold.*
The public record verification box will display the comps you chose previously on the
Comp Search page. Any discrepancies between the fields such as GLA will be
reported. You can choose to go through the discrepancies one by one by selecting the
use MLS, public, or peer value option. If you want to choose MLS, public, or peer for
ALL values that show discrepancies then select use all MLS, public, or peer values.

You will be navigated to the SidebySide page after selection. Your subject column will
be listed in the left hand column and to the right will be the comps you selected for your
report on the Comp Search page. The middle column will reflect your adjustment
options: matched pairs, allocation, extraction, and regression.
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In the adjustment section, the adjustment calculations will be listed in the corresponding
adjustment type columns. If there is no adjustment value in a column, the calculation
came to be less than zero, thus no calculation is provided for that adjustment method.
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You may see red fields highlighted in the comps you selected. These fields indicate
public values were used. The SidebySide page also includes Realtor and Tax
information for each comp.
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You can click also both the Realtor and Tax information which will display a box
with the appropriate information if obtainable. This will display agent number, address,
etc.
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In the design column, there is a blue question mark available. If you select this, you are
able to choose from a list of available design types for your subject and comps .

Your subject and comps may not provide rooms below grade. You can select the
Rooms button and then manually enter the values if you would like. You want to enter
this first before you choose any adjustments. If you need to manually enter any data into
the fields, you are able to but do so before choosing adjustments as well.

In order to select the adjustment method values, you must select the green value for
whichever method you want to use to apply the adjustments to all comps. If you look to
the far left, you’ll see what type of adjustment it is for such as site, GLA, age, etc. listed
in green.

Once you select the value, the adjustment will apply in the right hand column of the
comp. You can select as many adjustments methods as you would like but you do not
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have to select all provided. * We recommend you make all your adjustments in the
Genie in order for reconciliation to be correct for Land Value to be included in your
report for regression.*

You’ll also notice each comp has a checkbox above them. If you decide you do not want
a comp to export to your report, you can deselect them and they will not be exported .
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After you make your adjustments, you will select the Export to Report button.

You are then able to choose either allocation, comp sales, extraction, or regression for
land value. Once you make your selection, hit the Next button. You will receive a dialog
box that asks if your report exported correctly, either select yes or no. If you select no,
the Genie will attempt to export the report again. Once you select yes, you are returned
to the Input page to begin a new report.
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If your report exports correctly, you will see Alamode’s data import box with the
information below. If you have completed a sketch, the checkbox MUST be checked in
order for the Genie to export to your report. If you do not want to merge the data into
your currently opened report, you can choose to make a new report with the first
“Create new report” selection below. This option will not fill out the currently opened
report.

